


Your home is very important and I want to do everything I can to sell it for the
best price possible and in a timely manner.

The 1st step is to hire a professional photographer and online marketing
company that specializes in real estate virtual tours and photography.



I create professionally designed Just Listed marketing cards and target your local
neighborhood for buyers looking to move there.

These Just Listed cards are designed to direct all buyers to your home's virtual
tour.



Social media is becoming the craze nowadays and is a great way to tell people
about homes for sale.

I can promote your home on media sites such as YouTube, Facebook and
Twitter.



With so many buyers today being computer savvy and looking to purchase
homes from out of the area, I find it very handy to provide them the website
address no matter where they are and they can see a complete online showing
in the comfort of their own home...
        
This should not be an option but a definite necessity to listing any home.



Listing a home for sale is not just putting up a sign and waiting for the phone
to ring.

One of the most important aspects of marketing your home is professionally
designed feature sheets. 

The feature sheets will also direct buyers to your online virtual tour.



Your property's Virtual Tour Listing is Posted and Shared amongst one of the
largest real estate networks in Canada. 

Hundreds of other real estate agents will showcase your home's virtual tour
listing on their website through this network.



I drastically increase Drive-by Traffic with my exclusive virtual tour sign riders
that direct buyers to view your online virtual tour on their mobile devices and
home computer.



I provide you with an e-mail every two weeks with statistics of all online
viewers of your virtual tour and where they come from and what they looked
at.



Buyers are looking online at homes for sale more and more and agents are
sending listings via email to buyers that match their search criteria and according
to the national real estate association listings that do NOT have a virtual tour
attached are getting by-passed and are being deleted from these send outs. 
        
        I make sure every listing I have has a virtual tour attached!



I post your home on the website with the MOST buyer traffic. 
        
        This website has thousands of buyers every day searching for homes
for sale and I make sure your home stands out from other listings by attaching
professional photos and a virtual tour.



I combine print media with online marketing and direct all viewers of my
advertisements to an online presentation of your home for sale. 

Buyers nowadays want INFORMATION. The internet is information and I want
buyers to look at your home not just capture their phone number to sell them
another home!
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